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Everything that makes pubs tick

LAZARUS’ RESURRECTION OF
SHOAL BAY COUNTRY CLUB

FLOOR PRICING:
A NEW MEASURE

WORLD CUP 2018
IS COMING

Bring your ATM
into the Digital Age.
Your customers’ payment needs are changing and we are evolving with them.
Banktech has re-designed the ATM to bring it into the digital age.
Dispensing cash will always be a core ATM service however your patrons are
looking at different payments.
Banktech has added new hardware including a bill validator to accept cash and a
scanner to read QR and barcodes from paper and a mobile phone.

CashConnect ATMPlus
will allow your customers to:
AVAILABLE NOW

Pay ATM
fees using
your loyalty
points

Pay BPAY
bills using
your loyalty
points

Top up
sportsbetting
accounts

Top up
payment
accounts

Providing more services encourages
foot traffic and earns your venue
additional revenue.

Banktech has been providing ATMs and payment services to the hospitality
industry for more than 25 years. CashConnect ATMPlus is fully supported
by Banktech and its national field service network.

If you would like to hear more please contact us on 1800 08 09 10
or speak to your local Banktech representative.

Delivering more
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EDITOR’S RANT
The unlikely disposition in which the second-largest pub operator in
Australia finds itself is quite deservedly the hottest potential news of the
industry.
Stakeholders in Coles, notably parent company Wesfarmers, have
murmured discontent with association by their Spirit Hotels group (under
Liquorland) with gaming machines. As the other big player in the national
grocery market, they have come under fire by the anti-gaming pundits
and well-intentioned moves toward notions such as $1 maximum bets
have only fuelled the reasoning that this association is not in the public’s
(company’s) interest.
Somewhat independently to this dilemma, Coles has worked toward
concentrating its fleet of pubs in the Queensland market, to optimise the
State’s age-old laws allowing up to three satellite bottleshops with each
hotel licence, although required to be linked to a hotel. The supermarket’s
revenues have recently seen a backward slide from the double-digit growth
enjoyed for more than a decade, but its retail liquor continues to be very
profitable.
The big chairs in Coles, and indeed Wesfarmers, would love to divest the
pubs in the name of public relations, hopefully arresting decline at the
checkouts, but cannot afford to kill the golden retail goose.
This problem sparked the speculation on the supermarket giant seeking
a solution, one requiring a way around the tied licence regulation.
Complicating this, the leases are largely such that the company is financially
responsible for the operations, even if they are on-sold to a third party.
The scale of resources behind Coles are such that an effective legal solution
would not seem impossible, most likely manifesting as a JV between Coles/
Spirit and a well-funded group able to take on all (or at least the majority)
of the 88 pubs. The rumours have focused on a play by Redcape, backed
by Moelis, or international hospitality giant Delaware North, in conjunction
with Open Arms Group, or the newly-branded Australian Venue Company,
underwritten by global funds giant KKR.
But as seen in the criticism of ALH as the country’s largest gaming operator,
75 per cent owned by Woolworths, the country’s largest feeder of families, it
will take a significant exit by Coles to shake the tarnish of ownership, which
may be exacerbated by gaming-focused pursuits of the new operator.
Meanwhile, there is probably some benefit to industry to still count a
second big player with skin in the gaming.
And in a case of food chain reversal, Coles may be left to deal with the
dilemma itself, as Wesfarmers completes an exit from its failed Bunnings
experiment in the UK and continues to not rule out casting the same ruler
over the supermarkets it once rescued. To be continued.
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The recycling service
that pays you.

Envirobank helps Australian businesses meet their sustainability goals
and improve their bottom line. For every eligible drink container returned for recycling,
we pay your business 10c. The more you collect, the more we pay.
You could even donate the proceeds to a local charity or community group, and get your
patrons involved in the good you’re doing. To find out more or to get involved contact:
sales@envirobank.com.au | 02 8207 0188
Envirobank Locations: Automated recycling depots at Revesby, West Gosford and Pinelands (NT) and over
40 mobile collection points across NSW. Ask us about our collection service.

envirobank.com.au









Only available in states participating in container deposit schemes. Eligible containers; Most 15ml to 3L drink containers are refunded from; glass, plastic, aluminium, steel, liquid paperboard
(cartons). Will vary per state. Envirobank service offered in selected areas only. To find out if we service your area visit envirobank.com.au or contact (02) 8207 0188.

TRADE FEATURE

ALCOHOL FLOOR PRICE
GIVEN THUMBS UP
The concept of a minimum price for a standard drink is set to
begin in Australia, heralding a new method of addressing the
harm that comes from bottom-shelf booze.
Adam Le Lievre reports
In a first of its kind in Australia, cheap grog has been given the
boot in the Northern Territory, with Government announcing
plans to have a minimum price of $1.30 per standard drink for
all alcoholic beverages.
The changes come as part of the Northern Territory Alcohol
Harm Minimisation Plan 2018-19 and last year’s Riley Review,
in an effort to significantly reduce alcohol-related harm in the
top end.
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So, what does it mean for the punter?
The ‘minimum floor price’ means the absolute minimum
price at which one standard drink can be sold. The legislative
amendment will prohibit selling of a standard drink below
this price, and imposes the minimum price as an automatic
condition of an NT liquor licence.
Take a 750mL bottle of wine containing 7.7 standard drinks.
It currently sells at a retail outlet for $8.00. To determine the

TRADE FEATURE
new price, multiply the minimum floor price by the number
of standard drinks in the product ($1.30 x 7.7 standard drinks =
$10.01). Under the initiative, that bottle of wine cannot be sold
for less than $10.01.
The purchase of alcohol online will be subject to the
minimum floor price where the destination of the product is in
the Northern Territory. The wholesale price of alcohol will not
be regulated - and sales of duty-free alcohol are not required
to comply with the minimum floor pricing rule.
What about pubs?
The NT Government says that the majority of alcohol
products offered for sale in the NT will not be affected, with
the minimum floor price targeting products that are sold at a
very low price per standard drink. The Government says beer,
ciders, and spirits will either see no change in price or the
change in price will be small.
Products that will see a price increase will be cheap, high
alcohol content cask and bottled wine, and fortified wine.
At time of writing, a 750mL Cabernet Merlot retails at a Darwin
bottleshop for $4.00. With eight standard drinks, the minimum
price it can be sold will be $10.40 – a 160 per cent increase.
At the same bottle shop, a two-litre cask of Sauvignon Blanc
with around 21 standard drinks will set you back $10.00. With
a minimum floor price, that will almost triple to $27.30, up 173
per cent.

won’t stop the alcohol abuse the Government is sensibly
trying to tackle, but instead will punish the vast majority of
Territorians who drink responsibly, hitting them with unfair
price rises, sanctions on their businesses and impacts on their
freedoms.
“Banning discounts, raising the prices Territorians pay for their
drinks and reducing their choice of where they can buy them
is not the answer to the problems of alcohol misuse in the NT.
A minimum unit price of $1.50 could add up to $6 to a regular
case of beer and mean more than 550 popular wines sold
across the NT will go up overnight if the government accepts
this proposal,” says Taylor.
Addressing Territory media earlier this month, AttorneyGeneral and Minister for Health Natasha Fyles said “This is
designed to impact the cheapest alcohol products with the
highest alcohol content that cause so much harm on our
streets.
“If the Commonwealth won’t act on a volumetric tax to reduce
alcohol-related harm – which we previously lobbied for – the
only responsible action is to introduce a floor price for the
Territory.”
The legislation is expected to pass in August and introduced
later this year.

Speaking to the media last October, AHA NT chief executive
Des Crowe told reporters “we’ve had minimum pricing at a
local level … and we’ve seen that work, but that’s been on a
voluntary basis and we see the application of [a floor price]
across the board [in the NT] as a very good initiative”.
In its submission to the Alcohol Policies & Legislation Review
2017, the Australian Hotels Association NT Branch submitted
that “an appropriate Guideline on excessive discounting
would set parameters for which venues can develop their
promotions and would provide certainty as to whether the
discounted prices were regarded as excessive discounting
likely to contribute to harm”.
The Association has supported the system’s introduction,
noting “the relevant minimum price should be determined
from time to time by Licensing NT, in consultation with
licensees and suppliers. For example, in the Darwin CBD
Entertainment Precinct it could be required that a minimum
price of $5 be applied for each full nip of spirits on-premise.
Another example would be that for takeaway sales, two-litre
wine casks could not be sold for less than $16”.
Alcohol Beverages Australia executive director Fergus Taylor
said “Northern Territorians will be disappointed with key
recommendations from the Review, like minimum pricing and
restrictions on license density and advertising, because they
have already been proven as failures that punish responsible
drinkers and do not work to drive down alcohol misuse”.
“The proposed pricing, promotion and availability measures
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BEER TALK

Here Comes Gabs 2018
Beer market devotee and mouthpiece of the Colosimo’s Australian Brewery and
Momento Hotels, David Ward offers some insight into this year’s SpecTAPular.

Craft Beer has been given a shot of adrenaline over the last
few years in Australia by the internationally famous Great
Australian Beer SpecTAPular Festival.
Begun in 2011 by publicans and craft beer pioneers Guy
Greenstone and Steve Jeffares at the Local Taphouse in St
Kilda, Victoria. Twenty brewers were invited from around the
country to brew a one-off beer to be specially tapped at the
event, and the concept was born.
Fast forward to 2018 and things have gone into overdrive.
The event is now kicked off in Melbourne before travelling to
Sydney and finishing across the ditch in Auckland. These days
around 180 beers are specifically brewed for the event and it
has food trucks, live entertainment and is attended by tens of
thousands of thirsty punters.
While the excitement for GABS is always high, the event
has wide ripples around the hospitality industry. With the
expectation that festival beers stylistically push the brewing
envelope, this is often a nervous time for sales reps and
venues, and with the nation’s brewers all brewing a oneoff beer at the same time, taps grow sparse as the seasonal
market is flooded. Some of these brews may work well for the
event, but don’t work in venues, after it has been tasted by the
craft beer masses.
However, every year does have stand-out beers that enter
the craft zeitgeist and even make it as far as a brewery’s core
range. A good example of this is 2015’s Golden Stout Time by
Big Shed Brewing Concern that is now a year-round release
and still highly sought after. The hallmark of most of the still
popular festival beers is that while there may be a novelty
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component, they are all very good, well-made beers.
The Australian Brewery will have a stand at Sydney and
Melbourne GABS and will be tapping collaboration beers like
Revenge of the Pith, If you Like Pina Colada and core range
standouts like the All-Star Session IPA and Australian Pale Ale.
Make sure you pop past for a beer.
Our festival beer is a 6 per cent brown ale brewed with
organic coco, Mudgee bush honey and golden syrup It’s the
way it Shatters that Matters. A tribute to the legendary Violet
Crumble coming back under Australian ownership. Only
packaged in a limited number of kegs.
Gabs 2018 events:
MELBOURNE FRI 18 - SUN 20 MAY
Royal Exhibition Building Carlton
SYDNEY SAT 2 JUNE
Sydney Showground Olympic Park
AUCKLAND SAT 30 JUNE
ASB Showgrounds Greenlane

SPORTS

GET WORLD
CUP READY

A pub’s guide to the biggest
tournament on earth, provided
by Sportsyear.
Patrick Galloway

It’s the most popular, and most watched sporting event in the
world.

Key fixtures

On Thursday 14 June the 21st FIFA World Cup gets underway
in Russia, and punters will be converging on venues to watch
the action.  

Kick-off times for the group games are between 8:00pm –
5:00am*, with the World Cup Final taking place at 1:00am on
Monday, 16 July.

World Cup 101

The big games to promote will of course be the Socceroos
games, while England’s fixtures should draw a crowd amongst
the large and passionate ex-pat community.

There are 32 teams, split into eight groups of four. Each
country plays three games in the first stage. The top two
teams then go through to the round, of 16 teams, with a
knockout competition from then onwards.
After four weeks, and 64 matches, a World Champion will be
crowned.

Broadcast information
SBS will only show 25 games live, including the Socceroos’
three group fixtures, the semis and the World Cup Final.
Optus Sport has the rights to all 64 matches, and venues that
have a Sky Racing subscription can access these games live
via channels 611 and 612.

Picks of the tournament
Saturday 16 June, 4am, Portugal v Spain (SBS, Optus Sport 1)
Saturday 16 June, 8pm, Australia v France (SBS, Optus Sport 1)
Monday 18 June, 1am, Germany v Mexico (SBS, Optus Sport 1)
Thursday 21 June, 10pm, Australia v Denmark (SBS, Optus
Sport 1)
Friday 22 June, 4am, Argentina v Croatia (Optus Sport)
Friday 22 June, 10pm, Brazil v Costa Rica (SBS, Optus Sport 1)
Wednesday 27 June, 12am, Australia v Peru (SBS, Optus Sport
1)
Friday 29 June, 4am, England v Belgium (Optus Sport)
Wednesday 11 July, 4am, Semi-Final 1 (SBS, Optus Sport 1)
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SPORTS
Thursday 12 July, 4am, Semi-Final 2 (SBS, Optus Sport 1)

Brazil

Sunday 15 July, 1am, Final (SBS, Optus Sport 1)

Led by the world’s most expensive player,
Neymar, the Seleção will be desperate to exorcise the demons
of 2014 where they were thrashed by Germany 7-1 at home
in the semis. They’re a much better team now and with the
likes of Philippe Coutinho, Willian, and Fernandinho joining
Neymar, they should be a force.

*All times AEST

Fans to target
One option is to choose a team based on the demographics
in your area, connect with some local supporter groups, and
deck out your space accordingly.
Soccer fans are the most passionate around the world. Take
snaps of them celebrating at the venue and post it across
social media channels.

Teams to watch
Australia
The Socceroos took the long, long road to qualify for Russia
2018, and will be aiming to make it past the group stage for
the first time since 2006. There are some world class players
in the team, including Aaron Mooy, Mat Ryan, and Tom Rogic,
while our ageless talisman Tim Cahill is set to make the cut for
his fourth World Cup appearance. We’re in a tough group with
France, Peru, and Denmark all ranked inside the world’s top 12.

England
More than a million British citizens
live in Australia, and 25 per cent of
Australians have English ancestry,
meaning there’ll be enormous
support for the Three Lions here.
England has a long history of
heartbreak at the World Cup, exiting
at the group stage in 2014, but
Harry Kane will be doing his best to
inspire something special.

Germany
Reigning champions, current world #1, and boast an
incredibly strong team. Die Mannschaft are stacked with stars,
and they’re such a well-oiled machine they’ll undoubtedly be
one of the main contenders once again.

Argentina
As usual, Lionel Messi will be carrying the hopes of his nation
on his diminutive frame. Still hurting from their loss in the
previous decider, a win in Russia would secure Messi’s legacy
alongside Maradona.

Egypt
Australians love a dark horse, and Egypt has the potential to
be a real bolter this tournament, largely thanks to Liverpool’s
magic man Mohamed Salah. He’s been in absolutely
scintillating form for the Reds this season and he’ll be
desperate to propel the African nation to great heights in its
first World Cup appearance since 1990.

Media buzz
Given its size, local and national media outlets will be
reporting on the World Cup non-stop throughout the
tournament. Keep phones and staff ready for a call or
approach from journalists or photographers looking for a
place to spend some time to snap up some of the local flavour
from fans.
There is no better place for local media outlets to go than
venues.
If you happen to know any local journalists, it’s not a bad idea
to send them a message on social media and flag your interest
in helping out with some great content.
Media coverage of patrons lapping up the live sport at your
venue could help create awareness that you’ve got one of the
leading live sport offers.

Article by Sportsyear co-founder Patrick Galloway. Sportsyear’s
digital platform, the Sportsyear Engine, helps venues plan and
promote live sport. www.sportsyear.com.au
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FEATURE

BACK
TO THE

PAST

Well-known Sydney publican Andrew Lazarus has
been on a mission to bring back the hedonistic days
of Shoal Bay’s iconic Country Club. Still buoyed by
the success of a late-summer reopening, he spoke
with Clyde Mooney on the journey back to glory.

The Shoal Bay Country Club story begins in 1934 with an
advertisement in the Sydney Morning Herald seeking partners
in a fishing venture at Port Stephens. Three mates struck a
deal with landowners Realty Realisation to use a site at Shoal
Bay, paying £345 for the land a few years’ later. The original
building was completed in 1935, with a jetty and a threekilometre dirt track to Nelson Bay.
When Japan entered World War II in late 1941, over 14,000
American and British troops came to be stationed around Port
Stephens and the club was requisitioned by the US Military
and converted to the temporary headquarters for amphibious
army training.
Following the War, in 1947 the Shoal Bay Country Club
premises and business were purchased by the Randall family,
12 | May 2018 PubTIC

who went on to write its history for the next four decades.
Working with local Council, the main Hotel was built, opening
New Year’s Eve going into 1955.
But just nine months later, a fire caused extensive damage,
closing it for 15 months while it was rebuilt. The Randalls
took the opportunity to expand the bar service and
accommodation to over 5,000sqm, capitalising on the
increasing popularity of the area.
In the late 80s the McPhee family purchased the Hotel, with
ownership of the 158 adjoining apartments moving to a
collection of private owners, the Shoal Bay Property Corp. So
began another dynasty, until almost 30 years later Sydneybased publican Andrew Lazarus bought it, drawn to the
beauty of the region and strength of the returns.

FEATURE
The Shoal Bay Country Club (SBCC) hadn’t seen capital
reinvestment since 2002, and taking the keys late 2016
Lazarus’ team did what could be done over the coming
summer, before plans were finalised and it closed for a
comprehensive $6 million renovation. It reopened in late
February 2018.
The SBCC is the only pub in Shoal Bay, although there are
several other well-capitalised club facilities in the area, and
pubs in nearby Nelson Bay. The pub counts 120 metres of
beachfront retail under the Ramada-operated apartments,
now owned by Ramada and private investors.
The pub accounts for around 2,000sqm of the overall
property, listing 732 seats. While it doesn’t have a set patron
limit, event nights since reopening have seen up to circa 2,000
people on the premises. There is no shortage of offerings,
the Hotel serving up a public bar, sports bar, cocktail bar,
juice bar, late-night dessert bar, outdoor courtyard, live music
auditorium, gaming room, a big TAB, ladies cane lounge, and
kids’ play area with interactive games.
Beside the main street entrance is Mermaids Café, in the space
that used to be the main bistro. Mermaids opens at 6:30 for
coffee, pastries and breakfast dishes, inviting passers-by and
regular locals. The pub has long included a café, known as
the Sandy Foot, but it was down the street in one of the retail
premises. Bringing it into the pub has helped bring people in
earlier.
Mermaids also displays historic collages of old photos and
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FEATURE
during this process some vintage parquetry from the original
1934 dancefloor was revealed that had been previously
repurposed on the bar. The plans were swiftly altered and the
serendipitous cladding was salvaged and incorporated.
Similarly, great lengths were taken to source suitable
bathroom-ware, such as toilets and sink pedestals from the
40s and 50s, in the period distinct pastel shades of pink and
pale blue. Many came via Gumtree, picked up from private
dwellings.
“The designers were amazing, they just went to the ends of
the earth to try to make things happen,” notes Lazarus. “They
were the ones sourcing it all. Rachelle Luchetti (Luchetti Krelle)
won the job because of her passion.”

DESIGN A PARADISE
In its original states, including the tumultuous pre-war 1930s,
before the era of commonplace air travel, the SBCC was a
pretty glamourous place, just far enough from Sydney to feel
like a real vacation. Adding to the appeal for a designer to
recapture a bygone era, as a teenager Rachelle Luchetti was
one of the thousands of people that made a regular or annual
pilgrimage to the Club. Learning of the job coming to tender,

details of the building’s past, to which Lazarus is adding as part
of the overarching goal to resurrect the history of the SBCC.
“We wanted to reignite this passion with the refurb and bring
something fresh and exciting to the Port Stephens area, whilst
ensuring the hotel’s history has been preserved,” he explains.
“So many people have holidayed there over such a long period
of time, there are a lot of fond memories of the venue and the
area, so I just wanted to focus on the glamour of the past.”
Recent years saw a fine-dining restaurant upstairs. This has
been converted to be the main dining area, doubled in size,
with a generous kitchen, all based on the idea of a home
from the 1950s. It includes a pizza kitchen and walk-up bar,
and skilfully blurs the lines between indoors and out. Lazarus
reports this area has seen the biggest growth since the
reopening.
Although there were some major changes in format and
layout, the mandate to retain the venue’s history brought both
complications and blessings. For instance, the bar in Mermaids
was due to be stripped back, reshaped and reclad, but
14 | May 2018 PubTIC
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she cut short maternity leave with her second child to chase
Lazarus for the project.
“It’s so iconic, but it was such a wasted opportunity for so
many years,” she explains. “I know it had a hey-day, back in the
50s, so it was so clear to me it was my calling to work on it.”
Luchetti Krelle report drawing inspiration from the Club’s
vibrant beach culture of the 1950s, which they say was largely
“an exercise in reinstating the charm” that had been stripped
from it courtesy of the fire and subsequent renovations.
Working with the underlying theme of nostalgia, they sought
to recapture the hearts of the locals as well as restoring the
allure for holiday-makers. The sheer size of the SBCC allowed
the creation of very distinct spaces with their own personality,
largely embodying a “resort holiday” feel. But bringing some
trappings of the 21st century, custom acoustics and audio
treatments allow each space to be bustling and booming its
own sound without impacting adjacent areas.
Despite the challenges of a fluid design and sourcing secondhand, the comprehensive works to a strict schedule meant the
biggest challenge proved to be time, or a lack thereof.
“The entire project from briefing to handover was less than
six months,” says Luchetti. “We had to ensure that long lead
time items were placed early on, and we did come into issues
where some feature tiles and furniture had to be air-freighted
here to meet the handover date.
“All in all, though, no part of the design was compromised and
we are extremely happy with the end result.”
Lazarus says he hadn’t used Luchetti Krelle before, but will
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certainly consider them again.
“I think they’ve been integral to the success of the place.
They’ve added an authenticity to the venue. I wanted to
create a lot of that nostalgia, and the lengths they went to I
think were critical to the success of the relaunch.”

MENU FOR MORE
The large-format SBCC has two kitchens, in keeping with
its potential for patronage, and because it also does all food
service for the Ramada apartments.
“We’ve gone super casual,” says Lazarus. “I think people don’t
want the stuffiness of being waited on, and we’re finding
people are ordering their food, and if they can’t find a seat
they just go downstairs. They’re eating in Mermaids, eating in
the courtyard, it’s working well.
“At the peak of summer we do trade out of two kitchens. It
was a bit testing at first, because it was a new operation, but
the team has jelled together really well, and we’re getting up
to about a thousand covers a day, which I couldn’t be happier
about.
“The executive head chef, he looks after my other venues as
well, he was pretty much fulltime up here, and he’s just a real
go-getter. Nothing’s too much trouble for him. He took it on
and worked seven days until he got it going.”
The pub boasts a massive menu, with over 100 items,
beginning with breakfast offerings and changing at times of

the day. It reflects the ‘all you need’ vibe of a resort.
“We went for a very extensive menu, just to cover all our
bases. We were trying to cater to every possible demographic,
and I think we have succeeded. Whether you’re 18 or 80, a
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local or from Sydney, I feel like there’s something within
the venue or the menu that you can relate to.”
With size and breadth of offerings comes the obligatory
need for lots of staff, followed by the challenges of
maintaining the workforce through annual peaks and
lows. Able to draw to some degree on his Sydney pub
stable, Lazarus says the timing of his takeover was not
ideal.
“It was extremely difficult, because we were launching
peak season. Shoal Bay and Port Stephens in general,
from Christmas Eve to Australia Day is absolutely manic.
They’re the busiest five weeks of the year by far, and we
pretty well opened the doors on Christmas Eve, so we
just had no time to fine-tune the operation, we just got
slammed from the word go. Bit of a baptism by fire for
all the staff.
“I feel one of the reasons why the venue hadn’t
succeeded in the past is that it was unable to handle
the seasonality. You might go from a peak of 100 staff
down to 30. I think there was such a focus on reducing
the cost structure and getting through the winters that it
was hard to gear back up for the summers.
“I’m doing everything I can to smooth out that
seasonality. So far, we haven’t seen much of a slowdown at all. I’m really happy with the fact it’s become a
less seasonal business. We’ve really focused a lot of our
marketing and promotions toward the locals, and pretty
well sponsored every sporting team in the town. The
football teams all play during winter, so that should give
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FEATURE
us a bit of loyalty.
“I’ve also heavily invested in entertainment during winter.
We’ve got some big bands booked, and they should be able to
pull in the crowds – especially on Saturday night.”
The new operation has been working closely with Port
Stephens tourism, and Lazarus has himself become a local,
buying a house and reporting about three-quarters of his time
now spent in Shoal Bay.
“It’s just a great little community that everyone seems to get
behind, so I’m pretty happy to be a part of that.”

SOMETHING FOR
EVERYONE
A benefit of a background as a holiday haven and a generous
block in an idyllic location, the SBCC is unusual in being able
to cater to such a wide array of clientele. Upcoming acts
including Pete Murray, the Angels and Dragon hope to attract

the 50s-plus crowd, while kids’ activities were bringing up to
500 youngsters and parents during the school holidays to a
picturesque waterside setting.
With a new home in the precinct, Lazarus is also closer to his
other new operation, the Beaumont Exchange at Hamilton.
The shift has seen a few key staff also relocate to the area –
one of the State’s big growth regions, just half an hour’s drive
from booming Newcastle, with its major infrastructure works
and an airport that has begun international flights.
The still-evolving SBCC will next be repurposing what was
the Sandy Foot café into around 1,000sqm of conference
and function facilities, looking to target the corporate market
seeking short-term accommodation and facility packages.
More than smitten with his new home base, Lazarus says he’s
excited about what’s to come.
“It’s like being on holidays, that’s why I like it so much.
“There’s so much more that we can do – but Rome wasn’t
built in a day.”
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NEWS
GARRY OWEN MOVES TO
MEN’S GALLERY
The team behind the Men’s Gallery venues has bought
Rozelle’s Garry Owen with plans to capitalise on the potential
of the 1920 community pub.
The Garry Owen occupies a sizeable 358sqm site on a
prominent corner of Darling Street, just off arterial Victoria
Road. The two-storey Colonial-style building has retained
much of its façade’s period character through a number of
alterations to the internals.

good state,” offers Gallagher. “I thought it would be good to
sink our teeth into another lower north shore pub.”
Gallagher notes the Chelsea fits brilliantly with their existing
stable in the region, already counting Ryde, Hunters Hill, and
head office the Union Hotel at North Sydney.
The Group maintains a balance and spread of freeholds, leases
and styles, sustaining a chorus of Irish-themed PJ Gallaghers
instalments, as well as other food-oriented or gamingoriented venues.
The off-market transaction was marketed by JLL Hotels’
national director John Musca, who suggests the fresh
ownership will bode well for the pub’s future success.

BIG MONTH FOR LEVY’S MARVAN
Marcus Levy’s Marvan Hotels had a busy April, with the sale
and leaseback of its Leichhardt pub the Bald Faced Stag, and
taking the keys to the legendary Hotel Delany – tipped to be
Newcastle’s next best pub.

It offers a public bar, bistro and gaming room downstairs,
and an all-weather front balcony with dedicated bar, and rear
balcony offering views to the city, but about 50 per cent of
upstairs is unused.
Industry first-timers Bill and Margaret Sloan, and sister
Jennifer Cott purchased from Laundy Group five years ago,
re-introduced a dining offering and connected with the local
community. Looking to move south, they listed the freehold
going concern.
Taking the reins for circa $5.5 million through Ray White
Hotels’ Blake Edwards is Renato Botter, and father and son
Bruce and Christian Harden, expanding on their Men’s Gallery
portfolio, being the Illinois Hotel at Five Dock, and Dancers
Cabaret in the CBD.
Botter says they intend to renovate and literally expand on
business in the upper level, with plans to remove inner walls
for a larger useable area.
“We’re definitely going to try to keep it a family pub.”

GALLAGHER TAKES SOLOTEL’S
CHELSEA CHATSWOOD
Gallagher Hotel Group has picked up Solotel’s Chelsea Hotel
Chatswood for circa $20 million. The modest local is on the
western side of Chatswood station, away from the Shopping
Centre, but also any immediate competition.
It occupies a 765sqm site, incorporating two bars, bistro, an
extensive street-front beer garden and gaming room with 25
EGMs, plus a strata coffee shop, currently unoccupied, and
seven private car spaces.
Exchanging late 2017, extended settlement saw Gallagher take
the keys in April.
“It’s a really nice little pub, and Bruce has certainly left it in a
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Marvan bought the 1830-built Stag a few years’ ago for around
$4.5 million. Early 2017 they sold the leasehold to Ulladulla
Property Services, without the 18 EGMs, sold for just over $2
million. But eight months into the new tenancy, Ulladulla was
evicted amid late rent and unpaid bills to many of the live
music acts engaged since taking over. Marvan confirmed it
would resume operations for the immediate future, and all
band bookings honoured.
Meanwhile, Metro Commercial negotiated selling the freehold
to an undisclosed buyer for $7.98 million, on condition Levy
remains as the tenant, and keeps the Hotel licence.
The 1924-built Delany – the Del – came to market last
November following years of unsolicited offers, agents
predicting its potential to attract first-rate operators. Vendor
Gary Hird had owned it for two decades, but spends most of
his time in Thailand with the Hotel run under management.
The pub is between the Newcastle CBD and massive $750m
East End residential development. It holds a late-trading
licence, gaming room with 22 EGMs, and a popular bistro, on
a 1,684sqm site zoned B4 Mixed, with 14-metre height limit
and 2:1 FSR, and hasn’t seen a refurb in almost a decade.
“We don’t want to go crazy up there, we’re still working
through exactly how we go with the concept,” offered Levy.
“Some of my initial plans are for a boutique hotel on top.”
The sale was transacted for Hird by CBRE Hotels’ Ben
McDonald and Daniel Dragicevich, in conjunction with local
Deane Moore of Moore & Moore Real Estate.

NEWS
L&G CONFIRM ‘MOST
SIGNIFICANT’ GAMING
CHANGES IN A DECADE

again listed in March 2016.

Liquor & Gaming NSW has announced the “most significant
changes to gambling regulation for a decade” bringing
lease options to small venues, and tighter LIA controls to
communities.

But determined to get on track, they have pivoted from the
opening menu and enlisted business partners Colin Fassnidge
and Clayton Reis to engineer a new food direction. Since
Fassnidge’s departure from the Four in Hand, the pair have
built foodservice at Patrick Ryan’s Banksia Hotel, recently
bought from Monarch Hotels.

Following extensive community and industry consultation, the
NSW Government introduced changes to liquor and gaming
legislation, through Bills passed by Parliament on 15 March.
The new legislation includes reforms to the Local Impact
Assessment (LIA) scheme, which regulates the movement
of gaming machines, and caps their numbers in local
communities deemed higher-risk; the regulator reports
around 20 per cent of NSW can no longer receive additional
machines.

David Mathlin and Binu Katari emerged as the buyers, and
spent another $2m atop the $5m sale price on renovations,
reopening in February sporting its own beer, Terminus Lager,
and a Mediterranean menu.

The new Terminus Hotel menu was set to be launched at the
end of April.

LIA assessments will now use the smaller ABS statistical zones
known as SA2s, allowing ILGA to more accurately understand
the impact of additional machines on communities. The
LIA process will now have longer community consultation,
and community contributions managed by the ‘Responsible
Gambling Fund’ (RGF), to be spent locally.
Also, a scheme is proposed allowing small venues to lease
gaming machines to other (in kind) venues, as an alternative
to selling them, with leases for fixed terms up to five years.
Payment terms will be between parties, but the cost must be
fixed, not a portion of revenue.
The entitlements remain the property of the lessor, the lessee
gets all revenue and pays all associated taxes and fees, and will
contribute a levy of five per cent of payments to the RGF.
The recent reassessment of LGAs has made a number of
metro areas formerly under the highest restriction of Band
3 classification, into Band 2 and 1 areas, providing a strong
market for the regional venues. Any market for the leasing
scheme will need to establish a sustainable cost for each
lease, based on the as-yet unestablished value of renting an
entitlement versus buying one.

TERMINUS HOTEL
CHANGES DIRECTION
WITH FASSNIDGE
The time-warp Terminus Hotel is making up for lost time,
engaging celebrity chef Colin Fassnidge to revamp its menu,
just six weeks after reopening.
First established 1841, a Federation-style two-storey structure
built in the early 1900s at the end of the old tram line,
becoming the Terminus Hotel in 1917. In 1986 Isaac and Susan
Wakil purchased and closed it. In 2015 they sold to a developer
to build luxury terraces in the large carpark. The pub itself was

MERIVALE CUTS PAPI
CHULO FOR QUEEN
CHOW
After four years, Hemmes is shutting Merivale’s BBQ meats
venue Papi Chulo in Manly Wharf, to open an instalment of
successful Cantonese concept, Queen Chow.
Papi Chulo opened in 2014, offering a mix of South American
barbecue and Latino dishes. It heralded the start of the many
BBQ and slow-cooked eateries that have taken off in Australia
in recent years.
But always recognising changing opportunities, Papi Chulo is
flagged for reinvention, to become a spinoff of the successful
dining space in Queens Hotel.
“We have had a lot of fun at Papi these past four years, but felt
the time was right to evolve the space and its offering,” says
Justin Hemmes, Merivale CEO.
“Queen Chow has been a tremendous success in the Inner
West, so we’re going to take the very best bits from there and
create something really special for Manly.”
Papi Chulo closed its doors Sunday 29 April, after a month
serving a ‘best of’ menu that was a collaboration between
executive chef Patrick Friesen, regular guests and past staff.
Dumpling master Eric Koh will join Papi Chulo Friesen to
create the modern Cantonese menu, featuring live seafood,
roast meats and diverse dim sum.
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